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Division 600
AD Section 611
CE5 Section 641
CE4 Section 643
CE5 Section 651
CE3 Section 652

Hanover Park WRP
AETPO 2 Section 751
CE 3 Section 751
TPO 3 Section 753
ME 2 Section 754
EE 2 Section 754
ETV Section 755
TPO 2 Section 755

John E. Egan WRP
Man. Eng. Section 791
Princ. Eng. Section 791
TPO 3 Section 793
ACOE Section 793

James C. Kirie WRP
Man. Eng. Section 781
Princ. Eng. Section 783
TPO 3 Section 783
ACOE Section 783

Terrance J. O'Brien WRP
AD Section 710
ETPO 1 Section 715
AETPO 2 Section 731
TPO 3 Section 732
COE Section 734
CE 2 Section 742

Stickney WRP
DD Section 910
ETPO 1 Section 931
Princ. Eng. Section 932
CE 3 Section 932
TPO 3 Section 932
ACOE Section 934
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Calumet WRP
AD Section 810
Man. Eng. Section 831
Princ. Eng. Section 831
CE 2 Section 831
TPO 3 Section 832
COE Section 834

Monitoring and Research Department
SES Section 197
SES Section 196
SES Section 194
SES Section 195

General Administration
Public and Intergovernmental Affairs Officer
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